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Abstract:     

Steganography is the art and science o f sending covert messages such that the existence and nature of such a message is only 

known by the sender and intended recipient. The process of hiding the informat ion in  other information without altering is known 

as Steganography. It is the art of hiding message inside a multimedia block. Attacks, misuse or unauthorized access of 

informat ion is of great  concern today which makes the protection of documents through digital media is a priority problem. 

Dig ital images are widely used in order to store the information. For hiding secret information in images, there exists a large 

variety of techniques. Some applications may require absolute invisibility of secret information, while some require large secret 

message to be hidden. This project is developed for hid ing informat ion in any image file.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Steganography is the art of concealing a message, image or file  

within  another message, image or file. Steganography is used 

to secure the message. One of the major requirements of data 

hiding is that the hidden data must be imperceptib le. The use 

of steganography has many advantages and is  very useful in  

digital image processing which makes them suitable for a wide 

variety of applicat ions. In this modern  area, internet offers 

great convenience in transmitt ing large amounts of data in 

different parts of the world. However, the safety and security 

of long distance communication  remains an issue. In order to 

solve this problem of security and safety has led to the 

development of steganography schemes.  includes a vast array 

of the  methods of secret communicat ion that conceal the very 

existence of h idden information. In this modern  area, internet 

offers great convenience in transmitting large amounts of data 

in different parts of the world. However, the safety and 

security of long distance communication remains an issue. In 

order to solve this problem of security and safety has led to the 

development of steganography schemes. Steganography is 

different from watermarking and cryptography. The main  

objective of steganography is to hide the existence of the 

message itself, which makes it difficult for an observer to 

figure out where exact ly the message is. Steganography is the 

type of hidden communicat ion that means “covered writ ing” 

(from the Greek words stego or “covered” and graphos or “to 

write”). Text Steganography is defined as “secure hiding 

informat ion technique within a noise; a way  to supplement 

encryption. to prevent the existence of encrypted data from 

being detected”. Encryption provides an approach to 

informat ion security, and encryption programs readily  

available. However, encryption clearly marks are a message as 

containing “secret data” informat ion, and the encrypted 

message becomes subject to attack. Many cases it is desirable 

to send secret information without anyone noticing that 

informat ion has been sent is secret information. 

 

II. STEGANOGRAPHY 

What?  

Steganography is the art of hiding in formation imperceptibly  in  

a cover medium. The word” Steganography” is of Greek origin  

and means” covered or hidden writing”. The main aim in  

Steganography is to hide the very existence of the message in 

the cover media. Steganography  

 

Why?  

The main object ive of steganography is to hide the existence of 

the message itself, which makes it difficult  for an observer to 

figure out where exactly the message is. The Steganography is 

used to secretly communicate in formation between people. The 

steganography application hides different types of data within  

a cover file. The resultingstego also contains hidden 

informat ion, although it is virtually identical to the cover file.  

 

Stego Image 

 
 

Digital Steganography  

 

In a typical d igital steganographic encoder, message is the data 

that the sender wishes to remain  confidential and can be text, 

images, audio, video, or any other data that can be represented 

by a stream of bits. The cover or host is the medium in which  

the message is embedded and serves to hide the presence of the 

message. Image steganographyis widely use for hid ing process 

of data. Because this is quite simple and secure way to transfer 

the information over the internet. The image with the secretly 

embedded message produced by the encoder is the stego- 

image. The stego-image should resemble the cover image 

under casual inspection and analysis. In addition, the encoder 

usually employs a stego-key which ensures that only recipients 

who know the corresponding decoding key. 

 

III.MAIN OBJECTIVE:  

 

Steganography tools for hid ing information  includes any type 

of informat ion file and image files and path where the user 

wants to save Image and extruded file .  
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IV.STRUCTURING 

 

The structuring in its project is done in two types -- encrypt 

and decrypt. In encryption process the information which is 

secret is hiding with any type of image folder.  In decryption 

the secret informat ion is getting from current image folder.  

 

BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

 

 
 

 Encryption Process: 

Encryption is the process of converting data to an 

unrecognizable or "encrypted" form. It is commonly used to 

protect sensitive information so that only authorized part ies 

can view it. This includes fies and storage devices, as well as 

data transferred over network. The scope of the project is 

implementation of steganography tools for hiding information. 

Encryption does not of itself prevent interference, but denies 

the intelligible content to a would-be interceptor. In an 

encryption scheme, the intended information or message, 

referred to as plaintext, is encrypted using an encryption 

algorithm, generating ciphertext that can only be read if 

decrypted. Encryption has long been used by militaries and 

governments to facilitate secret communication. It is now 

commonly used in protecting information within many kinds 

of civilian systems. 

 
Figure.1. Encrypt method 

 

Decryption process: 

Decryption is the process of taking encoded or encrypted text 

or other data and converting it back into text that you or the 

computer can read and understand. This term could be used to 

describe a method of un-encrypting the data manually or with 

un-encrypting the data using the proper codes or keys. Data 

may be encrypted to make it d ifficu lt for someone to steal the 

informat ion. Some companies also encrypt data for general 

protection of company data and trade secrets. If this data needs 

to be viewable, it may require decryption. If a decryption pass 

code or key is not availab le, special software may be needed to 

decrypt the data using algorithms to crack the decryption and 

make the data readable. 

 
Figure.2. Decryption method 

 

V.S YSTEMATIC ANALYS IS  

 

Manual: 

At the fist after typing the code, go to command window and 

type the secrect key which is given in code. And then it display 

a window which  is shown in figure3.when a output tab is 

displayed on window then click on run command. After 

clicking on run command again it displays another window 

which is used to execute and browse the image files. 

 

 
Figure.3.Manual work   
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Encoding: 

 
Figure.4.Encoding by using run 

 

For encryption browse the image path as shown in results 

figure and select the destination path us you like in  any path. 

For selecting an image first click on run then a tab appears on 

the screen. On the tab there exists like source file  and 

destination file click first on source file and browse the image 

from the fo lders in the choosen path. 

 

Image selection: 

Select the image for the fo lder then current images located 

which we need. The current image is selected from                                        

the current folder and click on open for open the image file  

which is viewed in the list. Then the list of images appears in 

the screen which is seen in the below figure5.  Select the image  

which is needed in this data h iding technique which  is of our 

choice. 

 

 
Figure.5. Selecting an image 

Loading of image: 

After selecting the image  loading of image will takes place. 

this loading will be happened when we select and open the 

image in this source type file.  

 

 
Figure.6. Loading the current image  

 

Text to be hidden: 

The text what is to be hidden is to be typed on the appeared 

“text to hide” task bar which is shown in the figure7. Type the 

informat ion in the secret data tab which is to be hidden by 

using the image. Data is successfully h idden and we can  

retrieve data by browsing the image through the saved 

destination. 

 

 
Figure.7.Hiding of data 
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Data successfully retrieved:  

After successfully typing the data which is to be hidden at the 

back of the imageclick on done button. Done button is used to 

save all the informat ion which is loaded upto now in the 

mat labsoftware.   If you want to retriew the same data which is 

hidden we can  retriew safely without any errrors. The data is 

retriewed by decoding.Again same process repeats for 

decoding and the current image is given with destination it is 

for example destop.To retriew the data the source folder is 

taken from destop.And hidden image is displayed on the 

window. 

 

 
Figure.8. successfully encoded and retrieved the image 

 

VI. CONCLUS ION: 

 

Steganography is an effective way to hide the data or 

informat ion. It allows an individual to hide data by using 

images for security purpose with hopes that the transfer 

medium will be so estimate that no one would ever think to 

examine the contents of the file. Cryptographic methods that is 

just in its early stages. It serves as a new way to hide sensitive 

data but the overall “guessing game” that one plays with 

securing data makes steganography less appealing than other 

cryptographic methods. Steganography is the data hiding 

technique which comes under the assumption that if the feature 

is visible, the point of attack is evident, thus the goal here is 

always to conceal the very existence of the embedded data. 

Steganography is not agood solution to secrecy, but neither is 

encryption. But if these methods are combined, we will have 

two layers of protection. If a message is encrypted and hidden 

with a LSB steganographic method the embedding capacity 

increases and thus we can hide large volume of data. And the 

method satisfies the requirements such as capacity, security 

and robustness which are intended for data hiding. The 

resu5ting stego-image can be transmitted without revealing 

that secret information is being exchanged. 
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